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34 A Signature Says A Lot
A signature is many things—a gauge of character, an expression
of self, the final mark on a work of art. The same can be said
for The Kahala’s Signature Suites, physical embodiments of
the hotel’s perpetual reinvention of excellence. Fit for royalty
yet decidedly warm and residential, these exclusive havens
welcome guests into a private world of luxury.
Story by Rebecca Pike Photos by Dana Edmunds
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Call of the ages:
The conch shell is a
powerful symbol in
Hawaiian culture.
Used to accompany
chants and to herald
the beginning of
ceremonies or other
special occasions,
the sounding of the
conch shell is still a
treasured custom.
For more native
instruments, see
“Living Culture”
on page 42.
Photo by
Dana Edmunds
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From hand-carved nose flutes and gourd rattles to hula
drums, Native Hawaiians crafted musical instruments that
were functional works of art. As a young man, Calvin Hoe
learned how to make and play these exquisite pieces, and he’s
been sharing his skills—and the wisdom of his ancestors—with
the world for more than 30 years.
Story by Thelma Chang Photos by Dana Edmunds
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“It is most
important to
keep these
instruments
alive. This is
art that you
can see, hear
and feel.”

In the Islands, breathtaking beauty is a part of everyday life—stunning natural
wonders, the warm spirit of aloha, a rich cultural heritage. It’s a milieu that no two people
experience in quite the same way. In this issue of The Kahala, we explore perspective in
all its forms, chronicling Hawai‘i as seen through the eyes of artisans and writers, locals
and visitors, cultural practitioners and their ancestors whose legacies live on.
“A Signature Says A Lot” showcases The Kahala’s Signature Suites, private
havens where discreet but comprehensive personalized service makes every guest
feel like royalty, setting the tone for an unforgettable vacation. Each suite is filled
with beautiful furnishings created by
leading designers and craftspeople from
around the world—an inspired and inspiring
setting. See page 34.
O‘ahu-based artisan and educator
Calvin Hoe, who lovingly handcrafts
pre-contact Polynesian instruments,
carries the wisdom and creativity of Native
Hawaiian culture into the modern age.
Hoe and his family have made thousands
of instruments over the course of three
decades, exhibiting them around the world
and teaching ancient techniques to new
generations. “It is most important to keep
these instruments alive,” he says. “This is
art that you can see, hear and feel.” Read
our profile of Hoe on page 42.
As a young reporter trying to make a
name for himself, Mark Twain spent several
months in the Islands in 1866. In “My
Debut as a Literary Person,” excerpted from the recently released “Autobiography of
Mark Twain, Volume 1,” which was published on the 100th anniversary of the scribe’s
death, Twain recounts his Hawaiian adventures. The journey begins on page 21.
In “Jewel of O‘ahu,” on page 27, we take a thoughtful look at Hanauma Bay,
the world-famous cove that has been restored and preserved for future generations.
We also introduce you to Kahala Spa Director Travis Kono, the hotel’s own wellness
expert, and explore the history behind The Kahala’s magnificent high tea service. We
hope these stories help you to see Hawai‘i from a variety of perspectives and inspire
you to make the most of your time here.
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The Open
Heart
Spa Director Travis Kono embodies
the spirit of wellness

STORY BY REBECCA PIKE
12
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T

ravis Kono, director of The Kahala Spa,
is “part Zen, part numbers guy,” and
what remains is all Energizer Bunny. While
living a life of nonstop giving, the wellness
enthusiast is a powerful testament to personal
service and the “slow spa” movement—huge
reasons for The Kahala Spa’s success.
In a fast-paced world, the staff has been
practicing “slow spa” for years, Kono explains.
“It’s unique. When you go to [other] spas, the
first place you go is the locker room, where
you change into a robe. Then to the lounge,
where your therapist collects you. You get on
the table, you’re treated and it’s over.” Here,
everything happens in your private spa suite.
A key element of The Kahala Spa, according
to Kono, is its emphasis on privacy. “The spa
experience doesn’t start on the table; it starts
when you are greeted by your therapist.” The
suites are striking: all gleaming wood, natural

“The biggest
thing I’ve
learned is that
wellness is an
important part
of everyone’s
regimen,” he
says, “whether
it’s monthly,
daily, annually.”
It’s a tough job: Kono must
personally test new treatments
before they are added to
the spa menu.
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hues and fresh scents wafting in from the lush
garden filled with Hawaiian flora. A robe is
provided, along with a private vanity, toilet and
rain shower, with soaking tubs in select suites.
This whisper-quiet elegance was far from
the setting for this interview. Instead of
meeting amid pikake, ginger and birdsong,
we were surrounded by the blood-pressure
machines and paper gowns in the Women’s
Cancer Center at Kapi‘olani Community
Hospital, where Kono and his staff volunteer.
Four times a year, they bring the comforts
of their spa to this clinical setting, providing
manicures, pedicures, facials and massage to

patients at the center. “With breast cancer,
it’s hard to find anybody who doesn’t have a
connection to it,” says Kono. “Our own staff is
no different. It’s everywhere.”
Kono is thrilled to have the power to give
back in this way. “Not that I wasn’t a giver
before. Sure, I would drop the dollar in the
bucket outside the market, but really changing people’s lives, giving them an opportunity
to laugh, perhaps for the first time since beginning treatment—that is priceless. The last
thing they’re thinking about is their personal
wellness, or doing something they would
consider a luxury.”
There’s a generous mother-hen streak in
Kono, never more evident than when he describes his relationship with the spa therapists.
He takes full ownership of running the spa as
if it were his own business. And the therapists
approach it not simply as a profession—it’s
their art. “When they don’t have to worry
about paying the bills, that’s when they do
their best work. I carry that burden and that’s
why we have a good relationship. You really
have to be committed and love what you do.”
Raised on Kaua‘i by his Japanese father and
Idaho-born mother, Kono began his career
by opening his own flower shop. After holding various positions within the hospitality
industry, he landed on O‘ahu with a job at the
Waikiki Beach Hotel. He went from managing
six people to more than a hundred, with the
attendant stresses. The people doing the hiring
saw what most people do: an unsinkable attitude combined with a heightened sense of responsibility and a genuinely warm demeanor.
It’s unmistakable: Kono is the perfect example
of how maintaining an open mind and heart is
the key to success.
After returning from an 18-month sojourn
to Japan in 2007, the timing was right for
Kono to begin his career at The Kahala. He
moved swiftly from Guest Services Manager
to Director of Front Office. And the rest is
The Kahala Spa history.
“The biggest thing I’ve learned is that
wellness is an important part of everyone’s regimen,” he says, “whether it’s monthly, daily,
annually. For your own personal well-being,
you can’t just keep working and running and
letting your life consume you.” What a spa
does, he notes, even for just a moment or a
day, is to quiet the mind and put everything
into perspective. “It has for me.” ❀

Indulgences

European tradition
meets modern
Hawai‘i at The Kahala’s
afternoon tea

Steeped in
Paradise

STORY BY LESA GRIFFITH
PH O TOS BY LINNY MORRIS
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Indulgences

A

fragrant elixir steeped from a carefully
chosen mix of leaves, a good cup of tea
is a pleasure to be savored. Western culture first
began its love affair with tea when European
traders brought home precious tea leaves from
Asia, where the beverage had been a part of the
culture for thousands of years. But it took the
British to create a meal around the warm drink.
In 1662, Charles II married Princess
Catherine of Braganza of Portugal, an avid tea
drinker, and soon the beverage was the toast of
the British court. It is the Duchess of Bedford,
however, who first started having “afternoon
tea”—a snack to tide her over until dinner—
more than 100 years later.

There is
perhaps no
better place to
enjoy the ritual
of tea than in
paradise. At
The Kahala,
21st-century
Polynesia
meets English
tradition every
afternoon at the
airy Veranda.
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There is perhaps no better place to enjoy the
ritual of tea than in paradise. At The Kahala,
21st-century Polynesia meets English tradition
every afternoon at the airy Veranda, where dappled sunlight spills over cozy rattan chairs and
illuminates the colorful fused-glass chandeliers.
A delicious selection of Mariage Frères tea is
served with fresh-baked scones, hand-whipped
Devonshire cream, Hawaiian pineapple jam
and other dainty bites.
The Mariage family has been involved with
tea since the 1660s, when Nicolas Mariage was
part of a group that traveled to the Middle East
on behalf of King Louis XIV and the French
East India Company to secure a trade agreement with the Shah of Persia. His descendants
founded Mariage Frères Maison de Thé in

1854, importing and selling high-quality teas.
Today their tea blends and crafted teas (handsewn buds that bloom into fantastic flowers
when steeped) come from China, India, Sri
Lanka, Japan, and a slew of other countries.
“Pains are taken to be sure the tea is brewed
perfectly,” says Executive Pastry Chef Michael
Moorhouse.
Tables are set with Bernardaud’s trademark
striped Galerie Royale china—in Wallis Blue,
named after Wallis Simpson, who famously
married the Duke of Windsor. Then comes
the liquid gold. The Kahala has assembled a
selection of winning green, black and black
blends. The blue-cornflower-dotted Bouddha
Bleu is described as a green tea
“steeped in spirituality.” Classic
lapsang souchong, a black
single-estate tea, is made by
smoking the leaves over a pinewood fire and yields a rich yet
subtle cup. Eros, flavored with
hibiscus and mallow flowers,
has the perfect fruity accent for
the genteel tropical setting.
Along with scones, the tea
service includes tea sandwiches,
pastries and cookies, arranged
on a tiered silver tray, beckoning
like jewels. Moorhouse eschews
typical cakes and fruit tarts, providing such addictive treats as a
petite pink-raspberry éclair and a
brown-sugar-and-oat crust filled
with citrus-scented date purée.
When it comes to sandwiches, Executive Chef Wayne
Hirabayashi lets you know you’re in Hawai‘i with
his seasonal, finger-friendly creations. Fall might
bring a turkey-and-celery-root-salad sandwich
with mango-cranberry jam, while other recent
options include a mini-quiche cup made with
Dungeness crab and sweet Maui onion, and
fruity walnut-açai bread topped with Boursin
cheese and apple slices.
After one tea service, you may find yourself
going back for more. “You can really get into
it, like wine,” says Moorhouse. “But while
wines are made from different types of grapes,
all tea is from the same plant. Tea gets its
character from how the leaves are treated—
they’re smoked, fermented, and left alone.”
It’s easy to linger for an afternoon, exploring
the many personalities of this versatile leaf. ❀
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My Debut as a
Literary Person
STORY BY MARK TWAIN

©Corbis

(formerly “Mike Swain”)
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I signed it
“MARK TWAIN,”
for that name
had some
currency on
the Pacific
Coast, and it
was my idea
to spread it
all over the
world ...
The author with his wife, Olivia,
and daughter Clara in 1895.
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ctober 1, 1898. In those early days I
had already published one little thing
(“The Jumping Frog,”) in an eastern paper,
but I did not consider that that counted. In my
view, a person who published things in a mere
newspaper could not properly claim recognition as a Literary Person; he must rise away
above that; he must appear in a Magazine.
He would then be a Literary Person; also he
would be famous—right away. These two
ambitions were strong upon me. This was in
1866. I prepared my contribution, and then
looked around for the best magazine to go
up to glory in. I selected Harper’s Monthly.
The contribution was accepted. I signed it
“Mark Twain,” for that name had some

currency on the Pacific Coast, and it was my
idea to spread it all over the world, now, at
this one jump. The article appeared in the
December number, and I sat up a month
waiting for the January number—for that one
would contain the year’s list of contributors, my
name would be in it, and I should be famous
and could give the banquet I was meditating.
I did not give the banquet. I had not
written the “Mark Twain” distinctly; it was
a fresh name to Harper’s printers, and they
put it Mike Swain or MacSwain, I do not
remember which. At any rate I was not celebrated, and I did not give the banquet. I was
a Literary Person, but that was all—a buried
one; buried alive.
My article was about the burning of the
clipper ship Hornet on the line, May 3d,
1866. There were thirty-one men on board
at the time, and I was in Honolulu when

the fifteen lean and ghostly survivors arrived
there after a voyage of forty-three days in an
open boat through the blazing tropics on ten
days’ rations of food. A very remarkable trip;
but it was conducted by a captain who was a
remarkable man, otherwise there would have
been no survivors. He was a New Englander
of the best sea-going stock of the old capable
times—Captain Josiah Mitchell.
I was in the Islands to write letters for the
weekly edition of the Sacramento Union, a rich
and influential daily journal which hadn’t any
use for them, but could afford to spend twenty
dollars a week for nothing. The proprietors
were lovable and well-beloved men; long ago
dead, no doubt, but in me there is at least one
person who still holds them in pleasant
remembrance. Let us enlarge that, and
call it grateful remembrance; for I dearly
wanted to see the Islands, and they listened to me and gave me the opportunity
when there was but slender likelihood
that it could profit them in any way.
I had been in the Islands several
months when the survivors arrived. I
was laid up in my room at the time, and
unable to walk. Here was a great occasion to serve my journal, and I not able
to take advantage of it. Necessarily I was
in deep trouble. But by good luck his
Excellency Anson Burlingame was there
at the time, on his way to take up his post
in China where he did such good work
for the United States. He came and put
me on a stretcher and had me carried to the
hospital where the shipwrecked men were, and
I never needed to ask a question. He attended
to all of that himself, and I had nothing to
do but make the notes. It was like him to take
that trouble. He was a great man, and a great
American; and it was in his fine nature to come
down from his high office and do a friendly
turn whenever he could.
We got through with this work at six in the
evening. I took no dinner, for there was no
time to spare if I would beat the other correspondents. I spent four hours arranging the
notes in their proper order, then wrote all
night and beyond it; with this result: that I had
a very long and detailed account of
the Hornet episode ready at nine in the morning, while the correspondents of the San
Francisco journals had nothing but a brief
outline report—for they didn’t sit up. The

Courtesy of the Mark Twain Project
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I dearly
wanted to see
the Islands,
and they
listened to me
and gave me
the opportunity
when there
was but slender
likelihood
that it could
profit them in
any way.
Samuel Clemens (left), better
known as Mark Twain, with his
future brother-in-law in 1866.

“special” service on the Hornet matter for three
columns of solid nonpareil at a hundred dollars a column. The cashier didn’t faint, but he
came rather near it. He sent for the proprietors,
and they came and never uttered a protest. They
only laughed, in their jolly fashion, and said
it was robbery, but no matter, it was a grand
“scoop” (the bill or my Hornet report I didn’t
know which); “pay it; it’s all right.” The best
men that ever owned a newspaper.
The Hornet survivors reached the
Sandwich Islands the 15th of June. They
were mere skinny skeletons; their clothes
hung limp about them and fitted them no
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better than a flag fits the flagstaff in a calm.
But they were well nursed in the hospital; the
people of Honolulu kept them supplied with
all the dainties they could need; they gathered
strength fast, and were presently nearly as
good as new. Within a fortnight the most
of them took ship for San Francisco. That
is, if my dates have not gone astray in my
memory. I went in the same ship, a sailing
vessel. Captain Mitchell of the Hornet was
along; also the only passengers the Hornet
had carried. These were two young gentlemen from Stamford, Connecticut—brothers:
Samuel Ferguson, aged twenty-eight, a graduate of Trinity College, Hartford, and Henry
Ferguson, aged eighteen, a student of the
same college, and now at this present writing
a professor there, a post which he has held for
many years. He is fifty years old, this year—
1898. Samuel had been wasting away with
consumption for some years, and the long
voyage around the Horn had been advised
as offering a last hope for him. The Hornet
was a clipper of the first class and a fast sailer;
the young men’s quarters were roomy and
comfortable, and were well stocked with
books, and also with canned meats and fruits
to help out the ship fare with; and when the
ship cleared from New York harbor in the
first week of January there was promise that
she would make quick and pleasant work of
the fourteen or fifteen thousand miles in front
of her. As soon as the cold latitudes were
left behind and the vessel entered summer
weather, the voyage became a holiday picnic.
The ship flew southward under a cloud of
sail which needed no attention, no modifying
or change of any kind for days together; the
young men read, strolled the ample deck,
rested and drowsed in the shade of the canvas,
took their meals with the captain; and when
the day was done they played dummy whist
with him till bedtime. After the snow and ice
and tempests of the Horn the ship bowled
northward into summer weather again and
the trip was a picnic once more. ❀
“My Debut as a Literary Person,” by Mark Twain, from
Autobiography of Mark Twain, Volume I © 2001
by the Mark Twain Foundation. All Rights Reserved.
Transcription, reconstruction, and emendation
© 2010 by The Regents of the University of California.
Reprinted by permission of University of California
Press on behalf of the Mark Twain Foundation.

Courtesy of the Mark Twain Project

now-and-then schooner was to sail for San
Francisco about nine; when I reached the
dock she was free forward and was just casting
off her stern-line. My fat envelop was thrown
by a strong hand, and fell on board all right,
and my victory was a safe thing. All in due
time the ship reached San Francisco, but it
was my complete report which made the stir
and was telegraphed to the New York papers.
By Mr. Cash; he was in charge of the Pacific
bureau of the New York Herald at the time.
When I returned to California by and by,
I went up to Sacramento and presented a bill
for general correspondence, at twenty dollars a
week. It was paid. Then I presented a bill for
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Explorations

Jewel

of O‘ahu
Gentle azure waters and
thriving marine life
make Hanauma Bay a
natural treasure

STORY BY KALEI SMITH
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A

long O‘ahu’s arid and bony southeast
coast is a stark yet lovely reminder
of the island’s most recent volcanic tumult:
a round seaside crater, broken down in its
southeast quadrant—and flooded—so it’s now
a perfect bay.
Hanauma Bay, with its two points, Palea
and Pai‘olu‘olu, framing between them the
windswept dark blue of the Ka‘iwi Channel,
is one of several discernible craters in the area
that line up along an axis that runs southwest
to northeast. Called the “Koko fissure,” these

During the
19th century,
the period of
the Kingdom
of Hawai‘i,
the lands
surrounding
the bay were
claimed as the
property of the
royal family.
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serial eruptions occurred about 35,000 years
ago, long after the big Wai‘anae and Ko‘olau
volcanoes gave O‘ahu its basic shape 2.5 million years ago.
Along with Hanauma’s crater and a few
other pockmarks, the Koko fissure spewed the
two distinctive tuff cones that loom over the
far reaches of suburban east Honolulu. First,
there’s 642-foot Koko Head, the noble headlands at the east end of Maunalua Bay; and
then there’s Koko Crater, the impossibly steep
and craggy hump that’s twice as tall. Hanauma
Bay rests just behind the ridge of Koko Head,
or about eight miles from Waikïkï and central
Honolulu.
Over thousands of years, Hanauma’s seaward breach widened and deepened, while
inside the protected bay, a coral reef grew,
blunting the sea surge and spawning coralline
sands that piled into a commodious beach
at the bay’s head. This evolution could not
have been more fortunate. For 70 years now,

Hanauma Bay has been considered one of the
most—if not the most—spectacular swimming,
diving and snorkeling spots in the world.
Since ancient times, Hanauma has been
a special place. One Hawaiian creation story
about it involves two giant lizards, or mo’o,
that were transformed into the bay’s protective
arms. Another tells of a beautiful daughter of
the konohiki (guardian) of Hanauma and two
chiefs, Koko and Hana, who arm-wrestled for
her affection. As a prefix, “hana” means bay,
and “uma” means to arm-wrestle; the bay is
pronounced “hah-NOW-mah.”
Hawaiian history often refers to Hanauma
as a popular landing for canoe voyages to
and from Moloka‘i, Maui and Lana‘i. The
sacred Chiefess Ka‘ahumanu, a favored wife
of Kamehameha, landed at Hanauma in 1795
from her native island of Maui. She was so
delighted with the place that she stayed for
a month with her retinue, enjoying hula
dancing and athletic matches before paddling
on to Honolulu, where her warrior husband
had just routed O‘ahu’s armies in the valley
of Nu‘uanu.
During the 19th century, the period of
the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, the lands surrounding the bay were claimed as the property of the royal family. Lot Kamehameha
(Kamehameha V) enjoyed Hanauma as his
private fishing grounds, and as the setting
for hula ceremonies and feasts, as did Prince
Jonah Kühiö, who made use of the bay well
into the Territorial period.
In 1928, the city of Honolulu purchased the
1,300 acres encompassing Koko Head, Koko
Crater, Hanauma Bay and Sandy Beach from
a royal trust for the price of one dollar, and
named it Koko Head Regional Park. By 1932,
a paved highway carried motorists to the bay
and clear around the dramatic, cliff-strewn
southeast corner of the island. In 1950, the
city paved the trail from Hanauma’s crater rim
down to the beach, and even installed restrooms. It was a matter of time before the bay
was loved nearly to death.
Elvis Presley’s hit film “Blue Hawaii” (1961)
gave the bay a dazzling cameo. Photographer
Ansel Adams included the bay in a portfolio
of Hawaiian scenery published in 1964 as “An
Introduction to Hawaii,” and doublemint gum
filmed one of its classic twins TV commercials
there. In 1961, world champion swimmer
and local boy Keo Nakama became a god
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Hoku’s

Our signature restaurant features contemporary island cuisine
for dinner and Sunday brunch.

sunday brunch

A delicious selection of dishes are served at Hoku’s and Plumeria Beach House.

Plumeria beach house
For breakfast, lunch and dinner, enjoy casual beachfront dining
on the white sands of Kahala.

the veranda

The perfect spot for afternoon tea, pupus, cocktails and nightly entertainment.

experience Legendary dining

Call restaurant reservations at 739.8888 or,
from your room, press Restaurant Reservations

www.kahalaresort.com

For 70 years now, Hanauma Bay has been
considered one of the most—if not the
most—spectacular swimming, diving
and snorkeling spots in the world.
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The reward for
conscientious
diligence means
healthier fish
in a thriving
ecosystem—
and a more
informative and
peaceful outing
than what
was offered a
decade ago.
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when, at age 40, he staggered out of the water
onto Hanauma’s beach to complete the first
certified 27-mile swim across the wild Ka‘iwi
Channel from Moloka‘i to O‘ahu.
In 1960, at the dawn of the jet age, Hawai‘i
welcomed a quarter million visitors; during the
next decade, the number jumped eight-fold.
By 1990, seven million visitors per year were
jetting in to see paradise for themselves, and
it seemed they all wanted to visit Hanauma.
To snorkel in the bay’s exceedingly friendly,
pale blue and green reef shallows is to witness
teeming schools of striped mamo (moonfish),
silvery aholehole (flagtail), candy-colored
tangs (sturgeonfish), and a psychedelic array
of butterfly fish.

The outer reef, or fore reef, is easily accessible through three different channels across
the reef’s crest into deeper, bluer water, where
the ocean’s surging energy is palpable, where
the corals are more complex and more colorful, and where the denizens—trevally, jacks,
turtles, rays, squid, dolphins, and, yes, sharks—
are bigger. From the often-exposed reef crest,
the coral-studded landscape of the fore reef
shimmers in tawny shades of yellow, blue,
pink, and rust, while scores of creatures graze
under watery sunlight.
What had been an idyllic refuge from
the city’s hurly-burly for local families and
fishermen quickly became one of the most
popular tourist destinations in the state. In
1967, the bay became Hawai‘i’s first Marine
Life Conservation District, a designation that
banned all fishing and other “consumptive”
activities. The fauna thrived and the bay was

transformed into a gentle giant of an aquarium, safe for beginners during the roughest
conditions. So more visitors came. By 1989,
an O‘ahu guidebook was warning readers to
“go early in the morning, arrive if you can
before 7 a.m., swim until 9 or 10, and then
leave. By 10 a.m., the park is packed and it
becomes a zoo.”
A study at the time by the University of
Hawai‘i found that the bay averaged more than
8,000 visitors per day, or 3 million per year.
During peak periods, a busload of 42 passengers was disgorged every 57 seconds. Another
study estimated that on busy days, snorkelers
were feeding the fish 1,000 pounds of bread
and a few hundred pounds of frozen peas.
The fish got fat and demanding.
Finally, in 1990, park administrator Robin
Bond devised a 12-page management plan that
capped the number of visitors at 2,000 per day,
a limit enforced by tough restrictions on parking and tour-bus drop-offs.
The beach park, renamed the Hanauma Bay
Nature Preserve, is now completely shut down
on Tuesdays so the bay can rest. Park visits
have been reduced to about 1 million annually, and the state has banned fish feeding and
stopped all watercraft from entering the bay.
The reward for conscientious diligence
means healthier fish in a thriving ecosystem—
and a more informative and peaceful outing
than what was offered a decade ago. A recent
study showed that since the restrictions and
rules were put in place, the inner bay’s corals
are growing again, fish populations have stabilized, and fish species have retreated to their
natural niches within the bay. The waters are
cleaner and clearer. And as one park administrator said, “As long as the controls stay in
place, the bay will stay nice.”
First-time visitors are now required to view
an orientation video at the park’s Education
Center before descending to the beach and
into the water. Among the do’s and don’ts in
the presentation, two stand out: Don’t stand on
or touch the coral, and take only pictures and
leave only swirling eddies.
The reserve’s veteran manager Alan Hong
credits the many visitors who recognize and
appreciate the reduction in crowds, and who
understand the point of the required orientation video. “It helps them understand how
special Hanauma is,” he says, “and it helps
them help us with our preservation efforts.” ❀
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The Kahala’s Signature Suites
welcome guests into
a private world of luxury
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From the Latin signare

(to sign), a signature is, to some, a gauge of
character or personality. For others, it’s an opportunity to break the rules of penmanship and to give
voice to one’s name. It concludes correspondence both personal and professional. It is the very last
mark applied to a work of art, and has been ever since early humans put handprints on cave walls. It
is the first thing a child learns to write. The Signature Suites are the embodiment of all of these things
for The Kahala, the physical representation of the hotel’s perpetual reinvention of excellence. As for
the Suite Amenities Program, think of that as the “PS aloha,” the finishing touch.

a flat-screen television behind it that is visible only when turned
“In old Hawai‘i, what you had was the high life—but not
on. The television in the living room is connected to a Blu-ray
stuffy, not formal,” says Bill Indich, whose Hawaiian rugs adorn
disc player and top-of-the-line, ice cube-sized speakers, while the
the hardwood floors of The Kahala Signature Suites. They cover
master bedroom’s television rises from the foot of the bed on comthe middle ground, so to speak, between black tie and board shorts.
mand. The second bedroom is visible only if the guest wants it to
“You want to smell the delicate fragrance and feel the breeze,
be; the door is disguised as a functioning bookshelf. The soaking
which softens everything. It’s that softness in the air that you can
bath has a sitting area and an ocean view.
convey with furnishings. All of the rugs are handmade and all are
Expectations are exceeded—pernatural wool. Wool takes dye beautihaps redefined—when the pocket
fully, and gives an interesting depth
doors on either side of the living
of color.” Dhurries from India, with
room are closed, revealing mixedgently saturated, muted colors and
media murals in colors and textures
Pacific motifs, elevate the graceful
that can only be described as gently
design of a gleaming dining room
flamboyant, portraying scenes of old
table in the Kahala Kai Suite,
Hawai‘i dreamed up by the preemiwhile softening the deep colors
nent design group Wimberly Allison
and modern shapes in the Kahala
Tong & Goo. “We wanted to have
Beach Suite. Nepalese pile carpet
something dramatic and essentially
patterned with the leaves of giant
Hawaiian telling the story of Hawai‘i,
rainforest plants rests beneath clasand it definitely had to be meticusically tapered dark wood bedposts
lously crafted,” says Director of Interior
in the master bedroom of the PresiDesign Rhonda Rasmussen.
dential Suite, recasting their look.
To offset elegance with tones and
Inspired by Bishop Museum’s
shapes of the Islands gives the whole
vast collection of early-20th-century
area “a certain graciousness, an ease
depictions of the Hawaiian Islands,
of living,” says Indich.
artist Duff Paulsen created a design
The top suite, literally and figufor the wall coverings that was impleratively, is the Imperial Suite. “It
mented by London-based Fromental,
actually was the Presidential Suite,”
originator of some of the world’s most
explains General Manager Thomas
fabulous custom coverings. The silk
Pauly, but it was renamed to honor
was hand-painted, and hundreds of
the recent stay of the emperor and
details were embroidered in vivid
empress of Japan.
color with precision craftsmanship
“We spared no expense making it
by Chinese artisans. “We wanted to
truly imperial,” begins Project Mancreate an envelope within the room
Joan Didion, author and Kahala guest
ager Todd Sherman, who admits he
that had that ‘wow factor,’ incorpooversaw the design of the suite “like
rated history, and related to the view
a nervous dad.” Additions include 100-percent silk rugs at $20,000
outside,” continues Rasmussen. “The rest of the room is quiet,
apiece; custom parquet floors of polished Big Island koa and ‘öhi‘a
elegant and subtle. We took cues from the ocean and the sky, the
woods; and backlit golden onyx countertops. High technology is
views beyond, as our palette. That sets a foil to allow this colored
here, but only when invited: the glass-enclosed shower, for inand embellished wall [to] be the jewelry of the room. It’s a lot like
stance, has multiple wall- and ceiling-mounted showerheads by
fashion, like putting an outfit together. You have one signature
Kohler that can be programmed—shower choreography. The vanpiece and everything else complements that.”
ity mirror, positioned above hand-chiseled stone sink basins, has
Sharing the Imperial Suite’s magnificent ocean view is the Pres-

“Of course great hotels have
always been social ideas,
f lawless mirrors to the particular
societies they service.”

The warm and refined interiors of the Presidential Suite are complemented by stunning views—the suite’s lanai overlook Diamond
Head, Koko Head, Kahala Beach and Dolphin Lagoon.
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“I believe in a zone of privacy.”
Hillary Clinton, Secretary of State and Kahala guest

idential Suite, which has a residential feel that is favored by return
guests—especially entertainers, says Director of Guest Services
Geraldine Rojales. The two-bedroom space is at once handsome
and feminine, featuring dark woods, delicate white details, and
a clean, demure color scheme. The individual touches are what
remind you that it’s a Kahala Signature Suite: A set of six originalbound Winston Churchill volumes in the dining room’s breakfront is paired with sassy seashell-inspired glass ornaments on the
next shelf. The bar, fully stocked with top-shelf liquor, shares a
wall with an inviting library of photography books on the Hawaiian
Islands. “It’s residential, but it’s special. You feel like you’re in
someone’s home,” says Rojales. In a way, you are.
Even more popular with return guests than the expansive tower
quarters are the Kahala Kai and Kahala Beach suites. As all Kahala
Signature Suites do, they have flat-screen televisions, espresso makers, wine refrigerators and full bars. They are drenched in ambient
light during daytime and brightened via beautiful fixtures at night.
Like their counterparts, they’re outfitted with objects of desire,

from Patrón Silver, to milk for the morning latte, to a custom line
of bathing amenities by notable luxury goods purveyor Asprey of
London. Best of all, you feel like you’ve just stepped into your own
beach home, done by the best decorator in town.
The Kahala Kai Suite, one story above the beach, is a light,
airy space underpinned by smooth, deep chocolate-brown wood
and soft silk rugs, and thoughtfully adorned with natural greenery
and island artifacts. Its ocean-facing lanai resembles in size a studio apartment in Manhattan’s East Village. At ground level, the
Kahala Beach Suite is furnished in modern, polished fashion. The
indoor dining room hosts six diners, as does the outdoor dining
table. The sleek slate wraparound patio has a covered cabana and
chaise lounges, both cushioned, and a grill. A footbridge over a
small running brook separates the deck from the beach.
The Kahala Kai and Kahala Beach suites are located at the Koko
Head side of the resort, some distance from the porte cochère and
lobby, and for that reason they are preferred by those who want
to avoid public spaces. They’re very private, yet there’s no sense

All guests at The Kahala share an identical view when they step out to their lanai in the evening. It’s dark at night, and to preserve the
ambience, no lanai has a light. This was a conscious decision made by the architect to preserve the starlit beauty of Hawai‘i.
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of isolation or confinement—a virtual impossibility in a place
where stepping outside means stepping onto a Hawaiian beach,
and where open lanai doors allow breezes to sweep directly over
the Pacific waters and waft inside, sweetening the air and causing
flower petals to rustle.
Staying in a Signature Suite has a substantial price tag and warrants a flawless vacation experience, says Thomas Pauly, which is
where the Suite Amenities Program fits in. Each morning, your
doorbell will ring at precisely the hour requested and coffee will
materialize for you, perhaps before you’re really even awake. Every
afternoon, drinks and püpü—made expressly for Signature Suite
guests and conceived daily by The Kahala’s chefs—will arrive.
Your reserved beach cabana will envelop you in soft white chenille, perhaps hosting a siesta. Every evening, you will retreat to
the master bedroom and find the covers turned down, a bottle of
Hawaiian spring water at your bedside. You’ll be spirited away to
the award-winning Kahala Spa for a complimentary treatment.
It’s the consistency of the service that draws guests—people who
can go anywhere they want—back to The Kahala, says Rojales.
“They know we can do all of these things, every time. It’s like that
delicious dish you’ve always eaten at the same restaurant. When
you go there, you want that dish. If it tastes any different, you’ll
know. It’s the same with our service. When they come to us they
can relax, let their guard down, and we’ll take care of them.”
“We have a rich tradition of return guests,” adds Pauly, smiling,
“and it’s always nice to see
them come back to us, no matter how long it’s been. They
bring their memories, and they
come looking to create more.”
The comprehensive service
level, he says, “gives people,
especially those with very important jobs, peace of mind
and comfort. They know that
we will be able to do it all.”
Information from the
reservations staff keeps the
housekeeping department—
nicknamed “The Heart of
the House”—keenly aware of essential details: an anniversary, a
reunion, an altogether too brief getaway from a demanding career.
The security department, too, is briefed so that they can provide
top-notch service specifically designed for the guest’s needs. “We
anticipate their arrival,” says Pauly. “We want to celebrate these
occasions with the guests with a nice note or greeting, or a presentation of flowers. We want them to feel the warmth, and the
comfort of privacy and safety.
“For special details, we rely on the most experienced staff at
every level,” says Pauly. “Some of the room cleaners have been
with us for 20 years.”
“The purest expression of aloha is to be a genuine, hospitable person.
The combination of training and aloha spirit and dedication to service,
that’s what we call ‘the magic.’ We have this backbone of longstanding
employees. They pass on the spirit, the experience. There have been

“Sleep is the best meditation.”
His Holiness the Dalai Lama, spiritual leader and Kahala guest

changes—in ownership, décor—but the spirit is the same.”
Pauly, who has genuinely befriended several Kahala return guests,
stresses the importance of a well-kept secret. “At the larger neighbor
island hotels, the paparazzi camp out. The Kahala is unapproachable from both golf and beach sides. It is second nature to—and
required of—our staff to treat every person, regardless of their celebrity, with nothing but our magic.” That means that no matter what
the guest’s status, the staff servicing them will not behave in a way
that will make them feel uncomfortable. There won’t be gawking,
lingering or fawning. “Unobtrusive service is key,” reminds Pauly.
For the intrepid paparazzo who scores a once-in-a-blue-moon chance
at a famous target, Head of Security Brendan Ryan says, “Friendly
but firm interaction is required.” At the helm of a large safety and
security crew, he’s responsible for creating an environment in which
well-recognized faces are allowed to blend in with the crowd. It’s
cliché, of course, but celebrities really are “just like us.”
This is what makes The Kahala a true luxury resort. Says Pauly,
“Every guest is high-profile—the highest profile—as far as we’re
concerned. That’s the Signature Suites. That’s The Kahala.” ❀

The Kahala’s award-winning culinary staff dreams up brand new small-plate (püpü) recipes daily. Dishes are served with a choice of
beverage and delivered to Signature Suites guests to enjoy in the privacy of their rooms or lanai.
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Master craftsman
Calvin Hoe
is preserving the heritage
of the Islands, one
musical instrument
at a time

Living
Culture
STORY BY
THELMA CHANG
PH O TOS BY
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It started in silence
more than 30 years ago ...
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It started in silence more than 30 years ago.

He walked into the forest of Hakipu‘u, asked it for
permission to cut a length of bamboo from a patch
that grew there, sat on a fallen log, held the hollow
tube upright and gently pounded the ground of his
ancestors. A soft, primordial sound permeated the
quiet. In this solitude, Calvin Hoe made music and
the music became a passion.
Hoe was far from alone by the next century. In
a modest green cottage on O‘ahu’s windward side,
not far from his ancestral lands, he was surrounded
by giggles and enthusiasm in an overflowing classroom as some 40 students, ranging in age from
eight through 18, held bamboo flutes to their
noses, listened to their teacher and produced the
plaintive, cooing sounds of
the nose flute, the ‘ohe hano
ihu, each with a distinctive
tone. Everyone is learning.
A student stops and looks
at Hoe.
“My sound is weird,” he
says.
“No, not weird, just different,” says the soft-spoken
Hoe. “Each flute is different,
like people are different. And
that’s good, too.”
Such lessons, musical or
otherwise, are part of a typical day for Hawai‘i’s premier
native instrument artist and
a co-founder of the Hakipu‘u
Learning Center, a Hawaiianbased public charter school
inspired by Hoe, his wife,
Charlene, and their three sons. He was and is an
integral part of a Hawaiian movement sparked in
the late 1960s that strives to connect with a proud,
sophisticated past. For Hoe, the ancient skills come
alive in the creation of authentic musical instruments that were an important part of the culture
before contact with the West.
Besides the nose flute, the varied instruments
of pre-contact times include the ipu heke (gourd
drum), the pahu (hula drum), the ‘ulï‘ulï (gourd
rattle) and the ‘ükëkë, the latter a three-stringed
musical bow, about 16 inches long. It’s an all-

in-one orchestra in that you play ‘ükëkë with the
mouth while strumming the strings and chanting
at the same time. An event similar to the “liquid
sunshine” of Hawai‘i, where the rain, sunshine and
rainbow often occur simultaneously, startling many
a visitor.
“It is most important to keep these instruments
alive,” says Hoe, as he smoothes an eight-inch
bamboo rod with sandpaper. “This is art that you
can see, hear and feel.”
That was certainly true in the classroom as
students filed their nose flutes, burnishing rough
edges and paying particular attention to four holes,
or puka. Three are adjacent to each other, used
by the player’s fingers to generate different notes.
The solitary puka, situated
near the edge of the flute,
is the one that poses a challenge for the novice.
“What makes the sound
is that some air goes over,
some goes inside the flute,”
says Hoe, as he plays a poetic
melody that flows through
a suddenly quiet classroom.
“The proportion of the flute
will make certain notes, while
its length or bigness will
accomplish a tuning, which I
call the Beamer style.”
He speaks of the noted
Beamers, an Island family with
deep musical roots and known
as masters of Hawai‘i’s performing arts. Hoe, a 1963 graduate
of the Kamehameha Schools
for Hawaiian children, gained valuable knowledge
in the late 1960s by studying dance and chants with
such premier artists as Nona Beamer, Maiki Aiu,
George Naope and Sally Wood. “I knew one time in
our history only the men danced,” he says.
Indeed, Hawai‘i, after contact with the values and
belief system of the West, includes a time when the
hula and other native arts were frowned upon. This
disdain of yesterday stands in stark contrast with the
celebration of the dance today, not only in Hawai‘i
but throughout the world, including Japan, where
the hula is honored.

(Opposite) The spirit of the natural world infuses native instruments. Hoe is flanked by the ipu heke (gourd drum),
‘kä‘eke‘eke (bamboo pipes) and pahu (hula drum). (This page) A burst of chicken feathers springs from the ‘ulï‘ulï (gourd rattle).
(Previous spread, from left) The multicolored plumes of the ‘ulï‘ulï give each instrument a distinct character. Hoe stands among
lush bamboo plants, the source of the ‘ohe hano ihu (nose flute).
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“It is most important to keep
these instruments alive.”
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“Back then, I knew lots of Hawaiian children
who had a problem with Western-style education,”
says Hoe. “My psychology background told me
Hawaiian children had no sense of identity and self
image, and I needed to change that.”
Fortunately, he possessed the heart, mind, spirit,
education and experiences to enact change. Hoe
had attended Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota, a private school that emphasizes community service. “I always wanted to help and work with
at-risk kids,” he says. “Even in high school.”
He received a teaching certificate in psychology
and physical education, and married his college
sweetheart, Charlene. Together, they served for
two years in the Peace Corps on a remote atoll in
Micronesia. (“The supply
boats came only once every
two months,” he recalls with
a smile.) When Hoe returned
to Hawai‘i to teach at Kamehameha, he encountered his
former teacher, Dr. Donald
L. Mitchell, a historian and
educator who encouraged
the young instructor to keep
the culture alive.
“As a 10th-grade student,
Dr. Mitchell taught me the
‘ulï‘ulï, the triple gourd rattle,
at a class at Bishop Museum,”
says Hoe.
There were other influences.
“The television series ‘Roots’
made a powerful impact on
the world, especially African
Americans,” remembers Hoe. “From that time,
more people wanted to learn about their own roots.
I needed to learn, and I needed to teach and share
the knowledge.”
Eventually, Hoe resigned from his teaching job
to take classroom textbook education into what he
calls a “living culture.”
“Aunty Nona Beamer became my hula teacher,”
he says. “She was reviving a lot of kahiko (ancient)
hula and music implements. Nobody was making
them, so her dad was doing some instruments. After he stopped, she asked me to make them, like

the ‘ulï‘ulï. The ancient ones were brown or beige,
not as colorful as the ones you see today. Aunty
Nona took us to Bishop Museum, introduced us
to (author and scholar) Adrienne Kaeppler and we
went into the back rooms and researched the old
instruments.”
And in the lovely Hawaiian tradition of hänai,
where a child, student, adult or anyone else may
be informally adopted and embraced into an
extended family, knowledge is passed on. “Maile
Loo is hänai daughter to Aunty Nona, so Maile
inherited the knowledge and is head of the Hula
Preservation Society. We work with Maile.”
Through the years, Hoe became a significant
cultural resource in his own right. Countries and
esteemed institutions have
asked him for demonstrations and workshops, such as
the Cook Islands, Tahiti and
New Caledonia, where Hoe
found a lot of similarities in
the nose flute. The Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., also recognized
Hawai‘i’s living treasure and
extended two invitations.
“We traveled with our instruments to the Smithsonian
for the Folklife Festival about
20 years ago when Hawai‘i
was featured,” says Hoe,
whose contemporaries at that
event included native Hawaiian craftsman Dennis Keawe.
“And about eight years ago,
at the opening of the Native
American Museum, my son and I opened the festivities with our nose flutes and the ipu heke gourd.
Our sons have been the work force and, growing
up, we tried to make it fun for them. We’ve made
about 1,800 nose flutes every summer since 1973.”
Hoe continues the work with a passion undiminished from a long ago time when he walked into a
quiet forest and asked it for permission to cut a length
of bamboo. With that calling came wisdom.
“We encourage kids to love what they are doing.
The more you know, the more you realize what you
don’t know.” ❀

(This page and right) ‘Ohe hanu ihu (nose flutes) are cut from bamboo pipes and painted with Hoe’s signature designs. (Previous spread,
from left) ‘Ulï‘ulï, pictured here with chicken feathers, were traditionally used to accompany hula. Hoe holds an ipu heke (gourd drum),
which is played by thumping the bottom of the instrument on the ground or tapping it with the fingers or palm. (Following page, clockwise from top left) The oeoe, made from a coconut shell, is pictured alongside an ‘ohe hanu ihu, ‘ulï‘ulï and ‘ili‘ili (rhythm stones).
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“I needed
to learn, and
I needed to
teach and
share the
knowledge.”

“This is art that you
can see, hear and feel.”
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Hawaii’s largest collection of
luxury retailers amidst
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Bally
Ben Bridge Timeworks
Burberry
Bvlgari
Cartier
Chanel
Dior
Emporio Armani
Fendi
Gucci
Hermes
Louis Vuitton
Michael Kors
Neiman Marcus
Nordstrom
Prada
Salvatore Ferragamo
Tiffany & Co.
& Many More

center hours
mon-sat 9:30am to 9pm sun 10am to 7pm
AlaMoanaCenter.com ~ 
Owned & managed by General Growth Properties, Inc.
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Memory Book

It was an impromptu family affair during a recent visit to The Kahala
by Tongan Prime Minister Dr. Feleti Vaka‘uta Sevele and his wife, where an
astonished Sevele was greeted by his first cousin Lata Vanisi, who was dressed in
traditional Tongan attire and flanked by several generations of her family. “I am
so proud to see my cousin. I have not seen him for years and it was such a surprise
for both of us,” said Vanisi, who has worked at the hotel since 1990 as a housekeeper. The Seveles and family gathered under the twinkling chandeliers in the
hotel’s lobby until the wee hours of the morning. It was the first time the cousins
had seen each other since Sevele’s appointment to his current position in 2006.
“What a wonderful stay I and my wife had at the Kahala Hotel & Resort on
O‘ahu,” said Sevele. “The room, the facilities, the services and the staff were
first class, and we will return there on our next visit to Hawai‘i.”
(From left) David Mellein, The Kahala’s corporate controller; Dr. Feleti Vaka‘uta
Sevele, prime minister of the Kingdom of Tonga; Ainise Sevele; and Lata Vanisi.
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